
 

 

Year Group: 4 

St Joseph’s Catholic Primary School 

Half Term Overview Planner 

Spring 1 2021-2022 

Theme: Romans Rule! 

 

Teacher: Miss A. Hegedüs 

 

 Week 1 

Culture Week 

Week 2 Week 3 Week 4  Week 5 Week 6 

Children’s 

Mental Health 

Week 

Assessment 

Week 

Week 7 

RE 

 

Celebrating the 

Mass 

To describe the 

ways in which 

Sunday is a 

special day and 

give reasons for 

why it is special. 

 

We will discuss 

how God asks us 

to keep one day 

each week as a 

special day. We 

will think about 

why Sunday is 

special and how 

we can make 

Sunday a special 

day of worship. 

English core 

skills: Writing a 

letter 

Burn2Learn 

To know why 

Catholics go to 

Mass. 

 

We will reflect on 

how important it 

is to go to Mass 

as Catholics. 

English core skills: 

Using expanded 

noun phrases 

Burn2Learn  

To understand 

what happens 

at the 

beginning of 

Mass and why 

we say ‘sorry’. 

 

We will 

discuss the 

different 

parts of Mass 

and reflect on 

the important, 

sacred 

moments. 

English core 

skills: 

Sequencing 

events  

 

To understand 

the importance 

of the Readings 

at Mass and 

reflect on how 

we listen to 

God’s Word. 

 

We will reflect 

on the fact 

that we are 

called to carry 

on Jesus’s work 

in the world. 

English core 

skills: 

Retrieving and 

interpreting 

information 

To know what 

happens at the 

Offertory and 

the 

Consecration. 

Reflect on the 

offerings we 

can make. 

English core 

skills: Creating 

a labelled 

diagram 

To know that it is Jesus we receive 

in Holy Communion and reflect on 

this great gift. 

 

We will explore paintings of the 

Last Supper and discuss how bread 

and wine become the body and blood 

of Christ. 

English core skills: Writing a diary 

entry 

English 

 

Writing focus: 

Roman myths 

Writing focus: 

Narrative writing 

Writing: Narratives 

Narrative writing 

 



Writing to 

Entertain 

Class text:  

The Orchard 

Book of Roman 

Myths by 

Geraldine 

McCaughrean 

and Emma 

Chichester 

Clark 

Text types: 

-myths 

storytelling 

-narrative 

(setting, 

character, plot) 

Burn2Learn 

opportunities 

used in various 

ways 

throughout the 

lessons e.g. 

beach ball 

bonanza, 

spelling 

aerobics, 

curriculum 

cups, 

whiteboard 

workout, 

treasure hunt, 

vocabulary 

bingo, 

vocabulary 

basketball 

Milestone 2: Checking that the 

text makes sense to them, 

discussing their 

understanding, and explaining 

the meanings of words in 

contexts. 

We will start our English 

learning by exploring the myth 

of Romulus and Remus. We will 

discuss what myths are and we 

will focus on making sense of 

the vocabulary we find in the 

text. 

 

Milestone 2: Increasing 

familiarity with a range of 

books, including fairy stories, 

myths and legends, and 

retelling some of these orally. 

We will be acting out and 

retelling parts of the myth. 

 

Milestone 2: To learn from text structure, 

vocabulary and grammar. 

We will explore character descriptions 

and feelings as we learn more about the 

myth of Romulus and Remus. We will 

discuss creating effective setting 

descriptions for our story. 

Milestone 2: To draft and write by 

composing and rehearsing sentences orally 

(including dialogue) building a varied and 

rich vocabulary and range of sentence 

structures. 

Milestone 2: In narratives, creating 

settings, characters and plot. 

We will plan our stories and follow our 

story diagrams to write. 

Milestone 2: To plan and write. 

Milestone 2: To edit and improve. 

Our narrative writing inspiration will come from a 

short film The Lighthouse. We will use our 

understanding of the structure of narratives and 

we will apply our skills to describe the setting, the 

characters and write a detailed story.  

Milestone 2: To plan writing by discussing and 

recording ideas. 

Milestone 2: To use expanded noun and 

prepositional phrases. 

Milestone 2: To use fronted adverbials and 

punctuate them correctly. 

Milestone 2: To use inverted commas and other 

punctuation to indicate direct speech. 

We will be using direct speech and make sure to 

punctuate them correctly.  

 

Week 6: Assessment week 

 

Reading focus: 

Discussing and explaining the meanings of words in 

context 

Retrieving information from the text 

Predicting what might happen 

Drawing inferences 

Commenting on structure and organisation of texts 

Commenting on the writers’ use of language 

SPaG focus: 

Word classes 

Plural forms 

Apostrophes for possession 

Fronted adverbials and their correct punctuation 

Direct speech and their correct punctuation 

Spellings: -sion, -ous, gue/que 



Mathematics 

Number: 

Multiplication 

and Division 

Measurement: 

Area 

Number: 

Fractions 

Links made to 

our Romans 

Rule! theme 

through worded 

problems. 

Burn2Learn 

opportunities 

used in various 

ways 

throughout the 

lessons e.g. 

treasure hunt, 

whiteboard 

workout, finger 

fit, post-it 

forward, hoop 

hop 

Multiplication and Division 

 

Multiplying by multiples of 10 and 

100 

Dividing by 10 and 100 

Multiplying by 0 and 1 

Dividing by 1 

Milestone 2: To use place value, 

and known and derived facts, to 

multiply and 

divide mentally, including: 

multiplying by 0 and 1, dividing by 1, 

multiplying together three 

numbers. 

 

Multiply and divide by 6, 7, 9. 

Milestone 2: To count in multiples 

of 6,7,9. 

  

11 and 12 times-table 

Milestone 2: To recall 

multiplication and division facts for 

multiplication tables up to 12x12. 

 

Multiplication and Division 

 

Factor pairs 

Milestone 2: To recognise and use 

factor pairs and commutativity. 

 

Efficient multiplication 

Milestone 2: To use place value 

and known and derived facts to 

multiply and divide. 

Written method 

Milestone 2: To multiply two-digit 

and three-digit numbers by a one-

digit number using a formal 

written layout. 

 

Problem-solving 

Milestone 2: To solve problems 

involving multiplying and adding, 

including using the distributive law 

to multiply two digit numbers by 

one digit numbers, integer scaling 

problems and harder 

correspondence problems. 

 

Area 

 

Counting 

squares 

Milestone 2: To 

find the area 

of rectilinear 

shapes by 

counting 

squares. 

 

Making shapes 

and comparing 

area 

Milestone 2: To 

estimate, 

compare and 

calculate 

different 

measures. 

 

Fractions 

 

Tenths and 

hundredths 

Milestone 2: To 

count up and down 

in tenths and 

hundredths. To 

recognise that 

tenths arise when 

dividing an object 

by ten and 

hundredths by 

hundred. 

 

 

Assessment week 

Fractions 

 

Equivalent 

fractions 

Milestone 2: To 

recognise and 

show, using 

diagrams, 

families of 

common 

equivalent 

fractions. 

Fractions 

greater than 1 

Science 

 

Sound 

Science sticky knowledge and key vocabulary: 

- Vibrations are needed to create sound 

- Sound travels through different mediums 

- Pitch, volume, medium, vibrations 

 

Links to prior learning: Y3 rocks and soils, magnets and forces, lights and shadows, animals including humans, plants 

Y4 states of matter, electricity 

Social/cultural opportunities: How loud should our music be when we listen to it? How can we make sure we consider our 

surroundings and audience when speaking?  

 



Good Vibrations 

 

Milestone 2: 

Identify how 

sounds are 

made, 

associating 

some of them 

with something 

vibrating. 

Children will 

initially record 

what they 

already know 

about what they 

know about 

sound in a form 

of a mind map. 

Milestone 2: 

Ask relevant 

questions. 

Children will 

generate 

questions 

around the 

topic. 

English core 

skills: 

Punctuating 

questions 

We will carry 

out a school 

sound survey 

and record our 

findings in a 

table. 

Burn2Learn 

Hearing Sounds 

 

Milestone 2: To 

recognise that 

vibrations from 

sounds travel 

through a medium 

to the ear.  

Milestone 2: To 

find patterns 

between the 

volume of a sound 

and the 

strength of the 

vibrations that 

produced it. 

We will 

investigate the 

link between loud 

and quiet 

sounds and the 

size of the 

vibrations and 

how sounds travel 

to our ears. We 

will record our 

findings and 

present them as 

television 

presenters. 

English core skills: 

Role play, 

presenting 

 

Higher and Lower 

 

Milestone 2: To 

find patterns 

between the pitch 

of a sound and 

features of the 

object that 

produced it.  

We will try 

different 

instruments and 

record our 

observations on how 

they make sounds 

of different pitch. 

We will then create 

pan pipes to play 

sounds of different 

pitches. 

Maths core skills: 

Record and present 

data in a table 

String Telephone 

 

Milestone 2: To 

recognise that 

sounds get fainter 

as the distance 

from 

the sound source 

increases. 

We will make 

string telephones 

to test how 

sounds travel over 

a distance. 

We will 

demonstrate the 

movement of the 

vibrations. 

Burn2Learn 

English core skills: 

Writing and 

explanation text 

 

 

Making Music 

 

Milestone 2: To find 

patterns between 

the pitch of a sound 

and features of the 

object that 

produced it.  

We will explore 

musical instrument 

used by the Romans. 

Then we will create 

a lollipop stick 

harmonica. We will 

test and evaluate 

how well they work. 

English core skills: 

Using effective 

adjectives to 

describe 

Soundproofing 

 

Milestone 2: To 

recognise that 

vibrations from sounds 

travel through a 

medium to the ear.  

We will investigate 

what the best materials 

are for soundproofing a 

studio and write our 

findings as a letter to 

our favourite band.  

English core skills: 

Writing a letter 

 



Computing 

 

Coding 

Computing sticky knowledge and key vocabulary: 

- Keeping safe online: stop, block, tell 

- Features of sound: adding sequences of sounds, changing volumes and instruments 

- Content is relevant and engaging 

 

Links to prior learning: Y3 and Y4 presentations, graphics, Internet safety, coding with Scratch, Keynote 

Social/cultural opportunities: Advantages and disadvantages of engaging with different subjects and learning through online 

platforms. How can we use devices to help with our learning or with homework? How much time should we spend on devices? How 

do we use coding to create our own entertainment. 

Online Safety 

Children explore what it means to be 

responsible to and respectful of their offline 

and online communities as a way to learn how to 

be good digital citizens. 

 

Scratch 

Milestone 2: To specify conditions to trigger 

events. To control the duration and rest of 

sounds. 

Children will play and animate a drum to make a 

rhythm. We will take inspiration from the 

Romans and use rhythms of marching soldiers. 

Burn2Learn 

Online Safety 

How can you protect yourself 

from online identity theft? 

Children think critically about 

the information they share 

online. 

 

Scratch 

Milestone 2: To set the 

appearance of objects and 

create sequences of change. To 

control the volume of sounds and 

when they are heard. 

Children will make a melody, play 

a chord and code a surprise song. 

Online Safety 

Children consider that they may get online 

messages from other children that can 

make them feel angry, hurt, sad, or fearful. 

Pupils identify actions that will make them 

upstanders in the face of cyberbullying. 

 

Scratch 

Milestone 2: To create and edit sounds. 

Children will record beatbox sounds, and 

play music. 

 

History Focus 

Ancient Romans 

 

Investigate and 

interpret the 

past 

History sticky knowledge and key vocabulary: 

- Placing the Roman times on a timeline 

- Roman influences and impact on modern days 

- Roman myths, gladiators, amphitheatre, invasions, Roman Empire, Picts, Scots, Anglo-Saxons 

 

Links to prior learning: Y3 Stone Age to Iron Age, Tudors 

Y4 Victorians 

Social/cultural opportunities: Inequalities between the lives of rich and poor 

Romulus and 

Remus 

 

Children listen 

to the story of 

Entertainment 

 

Children look in 

more detail at the 

Roman 

Invasions 
 

Children will learn 

about the Roman 

Empire and its 

British Resistance 

 

We will learn about how 

the Roman Empire 

affected different 

How did the 

Romans change 

Britain? 

 

Anglo Saxons 

and Scots 

 

We will learn 

about how 



Romulus and 

Remus and 

discuss the 

accuracy of the 

story. They then 

investigate how 

Rome began 

using its strong 

trade links and 

armies to take 

over and rule 

surrounding 

tribes and 

villages 

eventually 

leading to a 

powerful empire. 

English core 

skills: Making 

inferences 

Milestone 2: To 

use more than 

one source of 

evidence for 

historical 

enquiry in order 

to gain a more 

accurate 

understanding of 

history.  

 

entertainment of 

chariot racing and 

gladiator fights. 

They will discover 

the different 

buildings these 

events happened in 

and who the 

gladiators were. 

Children are 

challenged 

to think about the 

sights, sounds and 

smells of an 

amphitheatre and 

describe them.  

Burn2Learn  

English core skills: 

Descriptive writing 

Milestone 2: To 

describe the social, 

ethnic, cultural or 

religious diversity 

of past society. 

impact on Britain. 

We will also learn 

about the Roman 

invasions. 

English core skills: 

Reading 

comprehension 

Milestone 2: To use 

dates and terms to 

describe events. 

 

people and how they felt 

and reacted to the 

changes that were being 

made. We will get in the 

roles of Boudicca and 

other Celtic and Roman 

characters to discuss 

their points of view. 

Burn2Learn 

English core skills: 

Writing in role 

Milestone 2: To describe 

different accounts of a 

historical event, 

explaining some of the 

reasons why the 

accounts may differ.  

 

We will learn 

about how the 

Romans left 

their mark all 

over the country. 

They gave us new 

towns, plants, 

animals, a new 

religion and ways 

of reading and 

counting. As we 

explore the 

various impacts 

on Britain, we will 

evaluate the 

consequences of 

the Roman 

changes. English 

core skills: 

Reading 

comprehension 

Milestone 2: To 

suggest causes 

and 

consequences of 

some of the main 

events and 

changes in 

history.  

 

towards the end 

of Roman rule, 

Britain was being 

attacked by the 

Picts and Scots 

from the north, 

and the Anglo-

Saxons from the 

sea. We will 

explore what 

happened to the 

invaders and who 

took control of 

most of Britain. 

English core 

skills: Writing in 

role 

Milestone 2: To 

describe 

different 

accounts of a 

historical event, 

explaining some 

of the reasons 

why the 

accounts may 

differ.  

 

Geography 

Italy 

 

Geography sticky knowledge and key vocabulary: 

- European countries 

- Physical and human characteristics of a country 

- Map skills, Italy, peninsula, islands, attractions, landscape, climate, population, area 

 



Developing 

locational and 

place knowledge  

Links to prior learning: Y3 and Y4 continents and oceans, using maps and atlases, physical and human features, European 

countries, 8 points of a compass, UK 

Social/cultural opportunities: Impact of humans on the planet. Protecting human and physical features. 

Investigating Italy 

 

Milestone 2: To name and locate 

countries of Europe. 

Children begin by locating Italy on a 

world map and noting its distinctive 

shape. They then look at more of the 

physical features including mountain 

ranges and rivers that Italy has. 

They investigate the climates 

further and then explore the human 

features of the capital city of Rome.  

 

Rome as a holiday destination 

 

Milestone 2: To name and locate the 

countries of Europe and identify their main 

physical and human characteristics. 

Children explore Rome as tourists and learn 

about the different attractions, including 

both the modern and the ancient Roman 

sites that 

people can see and visit. They analyse the 

attractions and decide on which attractions 

they would like to see. They can then 

produce a holiday brochure and itinerary.  

Maths core skills: Representing information 

in Venn Diagrams 

Comparing Britain and Italy 

 

Milestone 2: To describe geographical 

similarities and differences between 

countries. 

Children use their knowledge and 

understanding of the Romans and Italy to 

compare Italy to Britain. They are 

challenged 

to think about the landscapes of both 

countries as well as their climates and 

populations. 

English core skills: Write a comparison 

DT Focus 

Construction 

Catapults 

 

 

 

 

Evaluate 

 

Milestone 2: To 

evaluate existing 

product design. 

We will evaluate a 

variety of catapults 

with levers and linkage 

systems. Children will 

begin to think about 

what type of 

mechanisms they will 

use in their catapults. 

English core skills: 

Using adjectives 

 

Plan 

 

Milestone 2: To 

design with purpose. 

After evaluating 

catapults and 

learning about their 

parts and their 

functions, the 

children will plan 

their own designs. 

 

Learn and practise 

skills and techniques 

 

Milestone 2: To choose 

suitable techniques to 

construct products. 

Milestone 2: To select 

appropriate joining 

techniques. 

 

We will be practising 

constructing various 

shapes out of 

cardboard and joining 

their elements before 

creating out catapults. 

 

Do 

 

Milestone 2: To use scientific 

knowledge of the transference of 

forces to choose appropriate 

mechanisms for a product (such as 

levers). 

 

Children will create their catapults 

using classroom materials. They 

will consider carefully how to join 

up the different parts with the 

base and how the projectile will be 

fired. 

Review 

 

Milestone 2: To 

evaluate own 

product design 

and function. 

 

Children 

evaluate their 

finished product 

and test their 

catapults. 

Comment on 

what went well 

and what could 

be improved. 

English core 

skills: Expanded 

noun phrases 



MFL 

 

Shopping 

 

Fruit 

Milestone 2: To 

ask and answer 

simple 

questions. 

Session 1 of 

New Primary 

French. 

Burn2Learn 

Vegetables 

Milestone 2: To 

write short 

phrases from 

memory with 

spelling that is 

readily 

understandable. 

Session 2 of New 

Primary French. 

Burn2Learn 

Clothes 

Milestone 2: To 

write short 

sentences using 

familiar 

expressions. 

Session 3 of New 

Primary French. 

Burn2Learn 

Where can I buy? 

Milestone 2: To 

take part in 

discussions. 

Session 4 of New 

Primary French. 

Burn2Learn 

Milestone 2: 

To express 

personal 

experiences 

and 

responses. 

French money 

Milestone 2: To make 

comparisons between life in 

countries where the 

language is spoken and this 

country. 

Session 5 of New Primary 

French. 

Burn2Learn 

Music 

 

Transcribing, 

Composing 

Milestone 2: To evaluate music to identify 

areas of likes and dislikes.  

We will explore the Italian composer, 

Giuseppe Verdi’s Dies Irae. We will use 

descriptive vocabulary to describe the 

orchestral performance and express our likes 

and dislikes.  

English core skills: Adjectives, expanded noun 

phrases 

Milestone 2: To recognise the 

symbols for minim, crotchet 

and semibreve and say how 

many beats they represent. 

 

Linking to our maths learning, 

we will learn the symbols for 

whole, half and quarter 

sounds. Maths core skills: 

Fractions 

Milestone 2: To use digital technologies to 

compose music. 

 

Linking to our learning in computing, we will be 

coding in Scratch to compose and create a piece 

of music. 

PE 

 

Ball games 

 

Hockey 

Milestone 2: To 

understand the 

importance 

rules play in the 

safety of sport. 

To improve my 

understanding 

of why rules 

exist in sports. 

Football 

Milestone 2: To 

kick a moving ball 

through a gate 

that is 7m away 

and 

is 2m wide. 

To improve the 

relationship 

between body 

position and 

accuracy. 

Tennis 

Milestone 2: 

To perform a 

drop shot. 

To improve 

the 

understanding 

of what a drop 

shot is and 

the control 

needed to play 

one. 

Basketball 

Milestone 2: To 

understand how 

to create a 

passing 

opportunity. 

To improve my 

timing and 

reading of 

game 

situations. 

Netball 

Milestone 2: To 

defend 

appropriately 

when a direct 

opponent is 

shooting. 

To improve my 

ability to read 

fakes and focus 

on the ball. 

Dodge ball 

Milestone 2: To 

hit a static 

target with a 

dodge ball from 

3m away. 

To improve 

understanding 

of the 

relationship 

between 

accuracy and 

distance and 

power. 

Bench ball 

Milestone 2: To 

catch and pass a 

netball in one 

fluid movement. 

To improve the 

speed of thought 

to benefit game 

play. 

 



PSHE 

 

Identity, 

Society and 

Equality: 

Democracy 

British Values 

Week 1 – 

Respect and 

Tolerance 

 

We will learn 

about this 

value as we 

explore 

different 

cultures during 

culture week. 

 

We continue to 

have a great 

emphasis on 

mental health 

and wellbeing. 

Making sure to 

constantly 

check in with 

each other and 

express our 

feelings and 

mood. 

British Values 

Week 2 - Individual 

Liberty  

 

We will discuss 

ideas of freedom, 

responsibility, 

having a voice and 

everyone having 

the right to be 

heard. 

British Values 

Week 3 - Rule 

of Law 

We will learn 

about how 

laws are made 

and why we 

need them. 

 

When we 

learn about 

how laws are 

made, we will 

also discuss 

the teaching 

of Jesus. We 

will focus on 

distinguishing 

right from 

wrong and to 

respect the 

civil and 

criminal law of 

England. 

British Values 

Week 4 - 

Democracy 

We will discuss 

what it means 

to live in a 

democracy. 

 

 

British Values 

Week 5 - 

Consent and 

Personal Space  

 

We will learn 

about healthy 

boundaries, 

personal space 

and consent. 

British Values 

Week 6 - Discussing Manipulation 

Children’s Mental Health and 

Wellbeing Week 

 

We will discuss what manipulation 

is and what it can look like in 

different scenarios. The children 

will learn to recognise this and use 

effective exit strategies. 

 


